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So Far, So Good promises to capture
readers with humor and heart

Tucson comedian publishes his memoir
with irresistible mirth

TUCSON, ARIZONA —   Elliot Glicksman

wrote this book to answer all of life’s

questions, even ones people never had.

For decades he wanted to write a book in

the worst way. With So Far So Good, he

might have achieved his goal.

“Until I read Elliot’s So far so good,”

says humorist and cartoonist David

Fitzsimmons, “We were best friends.” Alas,

Fitzsimmons swallows his envy and calls

Elliot a “master of observational humor,

pathos and resilient mirth.”

The memoir tracks Elliot’s career as a student, husband, father, grandfather, attorney,

comedian and now, writer… with wit and heart. He takes readers on a journey that is vividly

observed with good humor.

Elliot’s voice is that of a friend who knows how to tick your funny bone.

“You know that friend who always has something funny to say. And how you think if you

could just write down the conversation and edit out the unfunny parts, you’d be left with

pure comic gold. Well, this is not that book,” says former journalist Tom Beal. No need to

write the conversation; Elliot has done the writing, which is funny and poignant as he tracks

real life through the years. Tom says. “He’s the kind of friend you want in your corner when



things get dicey.”

When Elliot reached the fork in the road… to choose between practicing law or

comedy… he chose both. He writes, “ The first time I went to court, I defended a woman

who’d received a parking ticket. Three day trial. My defense was that where she’d parked,

the sign said, “Fine for parking.”

Elliot Glicksman is available for interview at 520-609-8481

Electronic review copies of So Far, So Good are available from Rick Wamer,

Publisher, A3DImpressions, Tucson.

The book is available through local booksellers, and online at Amazon & Barnes &

Noble.



 


